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While its theories, philosophies, research designs, and statistical

methods are of great importance to any science, perhaps most fundamental

to a science are its measuring instruments. -These instruments operational-

ize the epistemic relationship between the constructs of a science and

reality. Without valid measuring devices a science will remain forever

in the dark ages. Thus, it is particularly disturbing to find an invalid

measuring instrumait in the form of an attitude scale beginning to appear

in the experimental literature in communication. a

Several recent award winning papers at SCA and ICA conventions' and

at least two articles recently published 2 have used an attitude scale often

referred to as a "known interval" scale.3 While this scale was assuredly

inspired by laudable motives, it can produce spuriously inflated correlation
014

coefficients, spuriously high reliability and validity estimates, and spurious

significance on statistical tests. It is the purpose of this paper to

demonstrate these results, and to argue that the scale should not be used in
alk

future studies.

The reasoning will take two general lines. First, th-, effects of th&'

scale on reliability, validity, and significance testing will be demonstrated.

Then the reasoning behind the scale and the method of obtaining its values

will be discussed.

Figure 1 about here

The "known interval" scale, referred to hereafter as the 7.8 scale,,

is reproduced in Figure 1. The parentheses around the numbers indicate that

subjects responding fo the scale are presented with only the blanks and the



anchoring terms, not with the numerals. The scale was developed because

"[it] recognizes. the non-equal nature of people's perceptions of attitude0

scales and is appropriate for use with interval statistics. "`' I assume

that the term "interval statistics" refers to'narametric tests. Rather

than arguing this point in detail, I simply note that while interval scales

are helpful if they truly are interval scales, they are not a prerequisite

to making a statistical inference based on a parametric test.5 But ignoring

the rationale behind thescale for the moment, let us consider th9_effects

of employing the scale in communication research. '

CORRELATION AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

One of the principal defenses of the 7.8 scale is that it correlates

highly with semantic differential scales, higher than does a single seven,

point scale.

One item scales have been called notoriously unreliable by many.

However, the carefully constructed known-interval scale used in this

study had an extrelly high correlation with the semantic dif-

ferential scales which indicates it is not unreliable. Second,

it had predictive validity and produced the same findings as the

semantic differential-type items. It has two significant ad-

vantages: (1) it is much easier to administer than the semantic

differential type items, and (2) it yields a lower within error

estimate which reduces the likelihood of obscuring significant

results .hen in fact they do exist.6

lhe'reliability and predictive validity claimed for the 7.8 scale

are due to two sources: (a) the reliability and predictive validity of a

"regular" seven point scale (however large that is) and (b) the spurious
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increase in these components produced by counting -1 one unit shift as

though the subject had moved 1.8 units. To understand why this is so,

consider the effect of extre; scores on the value of a Pearson r. Figure

2 partially illustrates this effect. The scores of the first six subjects

Figure 2 -about here

are negatively correlated, r6- -.26. hen the scores of the seventh subject

are-included, the correlation increases to +.29. These values are obtained
0,

using the ordinary seven point, scale. Suppose that in place of " we use 7.8.

The correlation is increased to +.42. If the 7 is replaced by 10, r10=+.66.

By raising the value of this single extreo score, it is possible to in-

crease r as high as one desires. Thus, r20 = +.93 and r100=+.997. Changing

the values of the first six scores from regular to 7.8 form has a negligible

effect on r. Notice that the first six number pairs remain negatively cox- .

related despite changes in the overall r due to the value assigned to the

extre, score pair. Notice also that the changes in r are in no way related

to any .real behavioral event. 9ubject number seven checked the extre' score

for administration X1 and again for administration X2. He did this only

once. The observed changes in r are due solely to the value assigned to the

extrePx, score after the -data have been collected. had subject number seven

checked the seventh blank on Xi and the first blank on X2, repeating the

above procedure of increasing the scale value of the seventh blank would

produce an increasing correlation in the negative direction.

If we interpret the correlations of Figure 2 as test-retest reliability,

then it is obvious that we can increase rtt as high as we wish by changing

the numerical yalue assigned to the eictrefi'a score. It is also obvious that

this increase in rtt has nothing to do with increased reliability. The event

5



of the experimenter assigning a large number to a scale value is independent

of the event of a subject consistently checking the same scale position on

repeated measures.

Having demonstrated the effect of changes in-extreN: score values

on r interpreted as reliability, its effect on validity has also been

demonstrated, If each of the X-, values in Figure 2 is multiplied by four,

X2 becomes a scale running from 4 to 28: This is the, range of the four

simimated semantic differentikil type scales used as a criterion. In the

above quotation, the correlation betWeen the seven and the 28 point scales

is referred to as reliability, I choose to call it validitY. In either case,

multiplying the scores by a constant has no effect on r. :Thus the arguments

in the preceding paragraphs apply directly to r(7 and any increase in

(7.0)(28)r(7.8)(28)
\v over r is the spurious ,result of changing the scale

-wilue, It is unrealted to the reliability op, validity of the actual data,

Skeptics may work these calculations out for thpmselves.

Predictive validity is claimed for the scale since it "produced the

same findings" as did the semantic differential items, This claim is true

only to the extent that any single seven interval scaling device measures

what four summated scales in semantic differential form measure.. To this

extent, assigning the numbers "1" to "7" to the data, as in,a regular seven
e)

interval scale, will have predictive validity. Any predictive validity the

7.8 scale has deriveS directly from the predictive validity of the general

seven point case. But the predictive correspondence of the 7.8 sco!e to

the semantic differential scale will often be less than for the regular

seven point scale, since the 7.8 scale can produce spurious signifkance on

statistical tests when such significance does not in fact exist, Ccnsider the

data of Figure 3.
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Figure 3 about here

Here Y1 ari'a Y2 maybe interpreted as pretest and posttest scores

respectively,,of six subjects on a seven point scale. The t value for

this data is 2.318 with S degrees of freedom which is not significant at

the .05 level, two-Itailed. If these same data are rescored as advocated

by the 7.8 scu..le, they become significant (t=2,95, df=5, pe, .05, two:

tailed). This is not an instance. It can occur on any statistical

test (t, Stheffe Anova, etc.) with any K sets of data, provided only that

one set of data have relatively 'few scores of "seven" and that the" other

, .

set(s) of data has (have) many, and that the mean of the "non-seven" scores

in one set of data. is fairly close to the mean of the "non-seven" scores
t3

in the other set(s). Such conditions are frequently met in empirical data.

The 7.8 scale is thus capable of producing spuriously significdnt results.

THE APPLICATION OF JONES AND THURSTONE TO

ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT

Given the effects of the 7.8 scale as demonstrated above, the reason-
.

ing behind this scale can be examined. Two questions are asked in this

section. First, are the findings of Jones and Thurstone 7 applicable to

attitude measurement? Second, were Jones and Thurstone's findings applied

correctly in the case of the 7.8,scale?

Is Jones and Thurstone Applicable in General?

To answer the first question, consider what Jones and Thurstone did.

During the early 1950's they administered 4uestiorihaires containing 51

descriptive words and phrases Csee Table 1) to 905 enlisted personnel at

Fort Lee, Virginia, who were asked to give their meanings for these words

7
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and phrases in terms of the amount of'like or dislike the words and phrases

indicate in preference for foods, such as creamed corn. These indicated

preferences were marked on a nine point §cale which was anchored at both

ends and in the middle with the phrases "Greatest Dislike," "Neither Like

Nor Dislike," and "Greatest Like." The symbols " -4," "-3," "+2," "+3,"

"+4" appeared above'the nine blanks on each scale. The responses were

scaled by the method of successive intervals which produces normal deviates

(2 scores) for 'each item. These normal deviates may then be interpreted

as a continuum of meaning for the 51 items, as in Table 1 which is taken,

in part, from Table 2 in Jones and Thurstone.8

Burgoon9 selected the seven underlined words in Table 1 as

anchors for the 7.8 scale. The values in the scale result from adding a

constant (4.1) to the 2 scores (scale values) obtained by Jones and Thurstone.

There is a general problem of order effects associated with the re=

sults of Jones and Thurstone. All 905 subjects 'responded to all 51 items

..in exactly the same order. Thus the effects of practice and fatigue are

inherently confounded with the rating of each item. The lack of counter

balancing for order - could, in my opinion, result in a rejection of this

paper should it he submitted for publication today. Thus, i believe that

the results of Jones and Thurstone are of dubious value for attitude scaling

purposes.

Beyond this general criticism, Jones and Thurstone comment on the

applicability of their results. They state that their results "might be

generalized to the extent that the'phrases useful for defining successive

intervals on a food preference schedule might also be useful for defining

intervals on schedules assessing preferences for other consumer goods."
10

Note that "the application of these results to the 7.8 scale has not been in
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the area of consumer goods.

Was Jones and Thurstone Moiled Correctly in This Case?

Whether or not the reader accepts the general applicability of Jones .

and Thurstone to attitude scaling, the application in the particular case

of the 7.8 scale is incorrect. In particular, the application of Jones and

% Thurstone to the 7.8 scale was done in reverse(i.e., backwards). Instead

of choosing anchors foi'a regular seven.point scale based on the Jones and

Thurstone results, the seven scale values were assigned on the basis of the,

chosen anchors. That is, instead of selecting equally spaced words and

assigning them as anchors to seven equally spaced numerals, seven unequally

spaced words were selected and the scale values. changed to conform. with

,

these unequal intervals. Since the fallacy in this logic may not be im-

mediately apparent', let us form another attitude scale called the TIC scale

(Tongue in Cheek) using the same logic. For my TIC scalp I will choose the

same six anchors used by the 7.8 scale for the first six scale positions

(Terrible, Bad, etc.). But in place of "acellent" for the seventh scale

value, I choose "Best of all" for the TIC scale, resulting in a seven point

scale from 1.0 to 14.25 (See Figure 4). If the 7.8 scale is good in terms

Figure 4 about here

of produCing reliability, validity, and significance, the TIC scale is

spectacular: In terms of reliability and validity, its results,may be compared

with the 7.8 scale from the calculations presented in the first section of

this paper (r10=.66, r7.8=.42). TIC will also out';- perform the 7.8-scale in

,getting significance out of a given set of data. i.

Unfortunately, even if this application of Jones and Thurstone to

the 7.8 scale and the TIC scale were legitimate, which it is not, the data would

9



still not be interpretable. A crucial assumption of both 7.8 and TIC is

that aChange from "Good" to "Excellent,".or to "Best of all," corresponds'

to a subject's erception of a change'of 1.8 (7.8-6.0), or 4.25 (10.25-,

6.0), units on his perceptual scale, compared with.approximately one unit-
,

change_between each of the lower six scale value§. But there is no way of

knowing what parr of the scale stimulus the subject is responding to. Is

he/she responding to the equally spaced intervals as they appear on the

page, or to the anchors below the blanks? The TIC and 7.8 scales assume-.
:

that people are rpsponaing to the anchors rather than'to the eqUal spacing

on the.scale. The scale gives subjects an ambiguous choice. If they'really

do pekeiVe the differences.between words as they are'scaled, then these

0-

distances conflict with the'equal spaes between the words ln the paper.

Which 4s the'Subject to chbose'! Which does each subjeci: choose? SinL:e there

is- noway to knoW this, the 7.8 scale is ambiguous and necessarilY,produces

ambiguous (and thus Uninterpretable),results.

Finally,' there are a number of errors in the transformation of the
Yo

atda between Jones and Thurstone and the 7.8-scale. In the reproduced Table

from Jones and Thurstonc
11 there are ten copying errors. These errors are

presented in Table 1. One of these errors occurs on the Word "Poor" alich

Table 1 'about here

is scared at -1.55 by Jones and Thurstone, but appears as -1.35 in Burgoon.
12

' The effect of this error and an addition error is illustrated in Table 2.

When 4.1 is added to 0.02 the result should be 4.12 which rounds tc 4.1,

Table f.'about here
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not 4.0. If 41 is added to -1,55, the result is 2..55 which rounds td 2.6,

not 2.9.- There is an-addition error here.as well as a copying error, since

the copying error accounts for only .2 of the .3 discrepancy. The differences

between the'table values reported by Burgoon and those listed by Jones and

Thuntone also affect the language intensity manipukatians, such as found

in Burgoon and Chasefand Burgoon:1-3 For_ example, Jones andThdi'stone did

not tent the-phrase "Mighty favorable" which is employed in the language

intensity manipulation with a value of 2.81. This scara/aas adhieved by

/
the phrase "Highly favorable."

CONCLUSION
.N

This'paper has attempted to show that increases in reliability and

validity coefficients obtained with the 7.8 scale have nbthing to.do with

.observed data and, thus, hjive nothing to say about-bserved data. The in-

crease only confirms that by artificially extending the range of a scale

it is possible to increase;a correlation coefficient. A monotonic trans-
.

fornation which preserves the relative intervality of the data would not

affect r. -It is because the Jones and Thurstone scale values, w4ether

transcri d correctly or incorrectly, happen ,to form a non-monotonic trans-

formation, with resultant increased r and increased chance for significance,

which njAkes'the)scale appealicl6- on-its surface.,

Rather than trying to adjust the values on the instrunents'after

the horse is out of the barn (after the data have been collected) researchers

in communication should develop more valid and reliable instruments for

measuring important LImmunication variables. This was assuredly the intent

behind the formation of the 7.8 scale. But' reliability and validity to-be'

useful concepts must he the reliability and validity of data gathering in-
..

f.

.strunents, not the reliability and validity of a.particular set cif scale

values.
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"Regular" Seven Point Scale

f

Terrible Bad Pddr -Neutral Fair Good Excellent

(1.0) ,(2.0) (3.0) (4.0) (5.0) (6.0) . (7.0)

"Known Interval" or "7.8" Scale

Terrible 4ad Poor Neutral Fair Good Excellent

(1.0) (2.1) .(2.9) (4.0) (4.9) (6.0) (7.8)

Figure 1. Coffiparison of the usual seven point scale values

with values proposed for the 7.8 scale.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the effect of extrer. scores

on a Pearson r.
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t
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I

2.318

N.S.D.
Two-Tailed

1.2,22

Regular seven point scale

Yi 2.9 2.1 1 1 '4 2.1

7.8 4 7.87.8 4 1
2

Same data using 7e8 scale

3.583
t 2.949

1.215 p4.05
Two-Tailed

Figure 3. Illustiation of spurious significance produced

on t-test for two related samples using the 7.8

scale.

Terrible

(1.0)

'Bad

(2.1)

...10.

Poor Neutral Fair Good Best of all

(2.9) (4.0) (4.9) (6.0) (10.25)-

Figure 4. The TIC attitude scale.
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Table 1

o' nam e of item, ,ind scale value'ohtained by Jones and Thunitone
(1?5, Tale 2, 33) comoarod with renro'iuction of this table in 3urgoon (197(i,Tah1.1,n)

- ----

Jenn:-

11et of all

7 r1J a A

Scalv
Vcloc

6_1S

vs .
'At!

d 1u
a

IJn'; Joi.ns :1101

purstcnc Thhr:Annis
!Item No.

J T

v;s111,,

1.1 Msinrul
tt 1

2i

1

7,6

12

00

1"

1:

14

20

21

26

19

8

71,-,

o

'18

27

.15

51

Favorite
1..ke extremely

Like intensely
ice. lent

4.68
4.16
4.05
3.71

3.1,1

2.96

2.91

2.88
2.86

2.81
2.60
2.56
2.32
2.21

1.98
1.91

1.77,

.1.76

41.58

1.51
1.35
1.12.

.87

.86

.85

.78

.73

.71

a

it

it

3.31

2.96

Sane

it
11

2.36
2.31

Same

1.90
Se

it

it

1.38
Sniuc

a

it

ii
it
it
it
it

10

lg

7

47
39

36

46

44

4o

18

3

9

34
43
)6

32

38

4

Like not so well
Like not so much 6-.41

Dislike slightly -.59

Mildly dislike -.74

Not pleasing -.83
Don't care for it -1.10'
1-)islike moderately -1.20

Poor -1.55
Dislike -1,58

_Don't like = -1.81
-2.02

, Pighly unfavorable -2.16
Stron!lly dislike -2.37
Dislike very much -2.49

Very had -2.53
ThrriRe -3.09
Dislike intensely -5.33
Loath -3.76
Dislike extremely -4. 2

Despise -6.44

I.:011,4'1'ra!

Sirongty ii i.e

Like very biudi.

Mighty fine
Especially good

11ihly favorable*
Like very well
Very good ,

'Like quite a bit
Enjoy

:)Te le rred

(jood

1A,lcome

Tasty
Pleasing

Like fairly well
Like

Like moderately
OK

Averae

'1i-1y like.

Act-01)1;161c

Only rair
ii\t :i0tly

*la tie (1970) .Table, this item is listed as
"Mighty i'Avorable."

31 'Iif

it

It ,

it

-1.35
Sane

if

-3.31
S;une

-6.22

Sane
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Table 2

Effect of a copying error and incorrect addition

on two of seven values in the 7.8 scale.

JCACS and Thurstone

Terrible Bad Poor Neutral Fair

.

Good Excellent.

Scale Values -2.02 -1.55 0.02 0.78 1.91E 3.71

.

7.8 Scale Values 1.0 2.1 2.9 4.0 4.9 6.0 7.8

Jones and Thurstone

Scale Values +4.1

d

1.01 2.08 2.55 4.12 4.88 6.01 7.81

AT + 4.1 Rounded :1.0, 2.1 2.6 4.1 4.9 6.0 7.8

S
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